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         Students committee members are changed from time to time as some of them have passed out from college. At present there
are more than one hundred and fifty total members. Editors and sub- editors are there to edit the writings and finally the faculties-
in-charge correct the writings and send to the Technical Editor for final makeover of the magazine before uploading them on the
internet.
      The members of the club also wrote the wall magazine last year. Some of the active committee members at present are Chirag,
Pranoy, Papori, Twinkle, Ipshita, Santanu, Alok, Baracha, Karishma, Bibha, Snata, Niki, Dhrubajyoti, Arifa, Mostafizur, Bijoy etc.
      We have been publishing bilingual online magazine (Assamese & English) from the year 2021. In the online magazine we publish
the writings of the students, faculty members, administrative staff, ex-students and also from guests. We take the privilege to
announce that the first issue of  Volume.3 of the online magazine will be published in the month of June this year. 

 

               DLC Literary Club is a literary group which was formed in 2021 in order to enhance the writing skill of the students. There are
two faculties-in-charge namely Dr. Jintu Borah and Dr. Chandamita Sarma to guide the students. The club meetings were held in
online mode during pandemic and lockdown period. However, now meetings are held in offline mode. Students can recite their own
writing in the literary meet. It will develop their presentation skills and build up their confidence.
                Till now we are able to publish one introductory issue and two issues of Vol.1 of the online magazine 'Literary DLCIAN' from
the club. First issue was inaugurated by veteran journalist and writer Smt. Indrani Rai Medhi and the second issue was inaugurated
by Dr. Kuladhar Saikia, the President of Asom Sahitya Sabha.
The committee is formed as follows-
Two faculties-in-charge namely- Dr. Jintu Borah and Dr. Chandamita Sarma
One Technical editor                      - Mrs. Pallavi Neog
One technical assistant member- Shri. Dhiraj Bezbaruah
1.Two student editors for English Section -Alok Debnath, Chirag Agarwal , Akankshya Baruah
2. Three sub- secretaries-Papori, Santanu and Alok.
3. Twenty active members
4. More than 100 general members

ABOUT THE DLC LITERARY CLUB AND THEABOUT THE DLC LITERARY CLUB AND THEABOUT THE DLC LITERARY CLUB AND THE
E-MAGAZINEE-MAGAZINEE-MAGAZINE
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       FROM THE PRINCIPAL’S DESK

 BEST WISHES FOR LITERARY DLCIAN. IT'S A COMMENDABLE WORK. HOPE IT
WILL BE CONTINUED IN FUTURE ALSO.

                                                                                     
                                                                                     

  

                                                                          
DR. GARGI DUTTA PAUL

                                                     
 PRINCIPAL, 

                                                                             
DISPUR LAW COLLEGE
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                   A very warm greetings to Literary DLCIAN on the occasion of publication of its Volume 3, Issue 1. The magazine is
truly a canvas showcasing the literary skills of the students, faculty and non-faculty members of the institution. Through its
rich collection of poems, articles and short stories the magazine shows a steady growth within a short span of time. 
I congratulate the team and wish the best for further growth of Literary DLCIAN in the coming years.
                                                                                                                                            

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              With Best Regards
                                                                                                                                                                                                      

                                                                                                                                                                                                                        Dr. Swapna Manindranath Deka
                                                                                                                                                                                                                            Vice Principal & Co Ordinator
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                IQAC, Dispur Law College.  
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Dear students,

 It is really an immense pleasure that for the fourth-time Literary DLCIAN has brought to light. Although not many students
have written in this issue the quality of the write-ups is up to the mark.

I thank the Principal, Dr Gargi Dutta Paul madam, the Vice-Principal, Dr Swapna Manindranath Deka madam and my co-
faculty-in-charge Dr Chandamita Sarma and Technical editor Mrs. Pallavi Neog for their love and support for the literary club
and the consequence is the Vol.3, 1st issue of the online magazine.

Here, I thank all the previous secretaries, sub-secretaries, active members and general members for their effort and love for
the literary club.

I also have to thank the present editors, sub-editors, active and general members of the literary club and present secretaries,
sub-secretaries, active members and general members for the continuity of the journey of creation of  literary composition.

All the best, for the coming issue. Hope everyone will like the online magazine.

Thank You,

Dr Jintu Borah
Assistant Professor & Faculty-in-Charge of Literary DLCIAN
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MESSAGE FROM FACULTY-IN-CHARGE (2) (ASSAMESE SECTION)
 

Dr. Chandamita Sarma

Faculty-in-charge, DLC Literary Club (Assamese section)

                                                                                
 Assistant Professor, DLC.

                     Creating an interesting, informative and easy to read magazine should be the aim of every educational institution.
With this end in view, we, the Literary Club of Dispur Law College is feeling immense joy in publishing the 1st issue of the 3rd
Volume of our beloved Literary DLCIAN. As a teacher in charge for the Assamese Section of the magazine, I am sending my
gratitude and thankfulness to all the student editors for their active cooperation and hard labour. I also offer thankfulness to
our technical editor Mrs. Pallavi Neog for her hard work in producing the final output of our Magazine with exceptional
beauty and clarity.                               
                        Wish you many many issues to be published dear Literary DLCEAN.                  
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Dear Literary DLCIAN,
                                  
                                       It is a great privilege and pride and an awesome experience to design an E-magazine with the colours of
human thought process. Dear young writers, let your thoughts get ignited and your creative writings be read all over the world
since ‘Literary DLCian” is in the platform of WWW (World Wide Web). As the Technical Editor and designer of the E-
Magazine I bestow my best wishes to the team for the publication of its 3rd Volume, Issue 1 and pray to the Almighty for the
longevity of the E-Magazine.

                                                                                                                                                                                                                         Regards,

 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                 Mrs. Pallavi Neog
                                                                                                                                                                                                   Librarian, Dispur Law College

MESSAGE FROM TECHNICAL EDITOR
Disp
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The Literary Group is the group which helps us to improve our writting by our thought process. It is where we can share our life
experiences, stories, poems, articles in either Assamese or English . It is a platform by which we learn to write in a delightful manner.This
current issue of Vol.3 of  Literary DLCIAN is such a demonstrate that helps us to express our distinct types of writing such as someone's
past success, present success or about our past failure experiences that can help us to succeed in future. There are many writing by different
members of  DLC Literary  club group members. The writings are as follows -
1.The Perennial Feelings by Dr. Jintu Borah.
2.Yoga and physical Excercise by Dr.Jintu Borah.
3.WE ARE ALIVE by Paushali Sinha, by LLB 6th sem.
4.Life full of illusion by Jahanara Begam,5 years 4th sem.
 5.Wonderful Mystery of Universal Gravitation by Akankshya Baruah,5 years,4th sem.
6.The Last day when I saw charli by Akankshya Baruah, 5 years,4th sem.
7.DEATH IS NOT THE END OF LIFE by Snata Prayashi Medhi,5 years, 4th sem.
 8.Mur Bike Khon (In Assamese), by Dhurbojyoti Das,5 years,3 years LLB.

    We would also like to thank our every literary member, beloved students and respected teacher for their guidance and support. Our
Literary Club won't have been possible without Our Principal Ma’am Dr. Gargi Dutta Paul, Vice Principal Dr. Swapna Manindranath
Deka ma'am, Dr. Jintu Borah Sir and Dr. Chandamita Sarma ma'am Faculties-in-Charge and Mrs. Pallavi Neog ma'am technical editor
of Literary DLCIAN without whom we would not have been able to gather together or form 'The Literary Club". 

Chiranjeeb Nath Bora Alok Debnath Akankshya Baruah
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             িদশপুৰ আইন মািবদ�ালয়ৰ আেলাচনী ' LITERARY DLCIAN' ৰ খ� ৩ তথা ১ম সংখ�া আেপানােলাকৰ স��খৈল
আগবঢ়াবৈল পায় সুখী অনুভৱ কিৰেছা।
         সািহত� �হেছ এটা ভাষাৰ এনাজৰী। �সইবােবই এটা ভাষা জীয়াই থািকবৈল হেল �সই ভাষাৰ সািহত�ৰ সৃ� অিতৈক
�েয়াজনীয়। ছা� - ছা�ীসকেল িনজ িনজ �িতভা �কাশ কিৰব পােৰ িনজৰ িশ�া অনু�ানৰ আেলাচনীখনৰ মাধ�েমেৰ। 
  িযেহত�  আমাৰ মহািবদ�ালয়খিন িবিভ� জািত, ধম�, ভাষা - সং�� িতৰ ছা� - ছা�ীেৰ ভৰপূৰ �সেয়েহ  িবিভ� ধৰেণেৰ কিবতা,
গ�, �ৱ� ইত�ািদেৰ আেলাচনী খন সমৃি�শালী কিৰ ত�িলবৈল �চ�া কৰা �হেছ।
      �কৗশলগত আইন ৰ িশ�াৰ মাজত Literary DLCIAN'এ আমাক এক উৎসাহ �দান কেৰ জীৱন �টা অলপ �বেলগ
ধৰেণেৰ চাবৈল। ইয়াৰ লগত জিড়ত �হ �গৗৰৱ অনুভৱ কিৰেছঁা।
     

                                                                                                                                                                                                                          ধন�বাদেৰ
                                                                                                                                                                                        
                                                                                                                                                                                                 জয়ত�  িদশপুৰ আইন মািবদ�ালয়

                     বৰছা কিলতাইি�তা ভ�ঞঁা
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FEEDBACK OF LITERARY DLCIAN

                      The magazine creates a rejuvenate outlook for the reader and its versatility is spectacular. It clearly downpour the
caliber of writers and various sections of the magazine captivate the eyes of the viewer, which clearly describes the creativity
and immaculate mindset of the sender. I appreciate the flawless efforts of the faculty who gave their pretentious attention
towards the magazine. The viewer should gratify the praiseworthy work of the Literary Club. Writing is a time consuming
process and it takes patience to be held and the words that we use are the presentation of our thought process, the writers are
really liberal. I respect the entire team of the Literary Club and their hard work.

 Dhananjay Kumar Rawat
  BA LLB (1st semester)

 

                    The E-magazine of the First vol. was really nice and eye catching. All of the stories, poetries, articles of both English
and Assamese sections were nice to read. Also the cover page is well designed for the magazine. The struggles and efforts
which have been put through the members of the club has brought out the best version of the magazine.

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 Thank  You

Snata Prayashi Medhi
(BA LLB,3rd semester)

 

                 The E-magazine Literary DlCian  is a great work started by our teachers and it is very pleasing  to read all the
published work. The articles, poems and stories are well written. The faculty and the students put a lot of effort into making it
a successful one. It has come so far after its first volume  with their writings, this magazine is helping students to write
creative work and encouraging them to do something different.

Thank you.
 

Torali Bhuyan
3yrs LLB, 5th sem

 

                     Literary DLCian Vol 2, Issue 2 was very good, it was very good to read the poem, articles and story. Keep writing like
this in future and also want to say thanks to all the teachers and members.

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      Dipika Das

                   The first volume of the  E-magazine was really nice, the poems, article and story was too good. The faculty and students
gave their efforts for successfully publishing the E-magazine. Keep writing all students and my friends to publish the next issue
of the E-magazine. And also thank you to all teachers and literary members for their support.

Thank you
Twinkle Basumatary

LLB,5th sem
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                            The vol.1 of the E-magazine was very beautiful and nice. The stories, poems and articles are very well defined.
Writing is the best way to improve our skills and it also develops our thinking process. There are different topics in every
writing. Every teacher, editors and the members of the club have worked hard to bring out main outcomes of the writing.
Thank you to all the teachers, editors and the members of the DLC group for making the E-magazine so wonderful. The E-
magazine is the way which helps us put our efforts in bringing out positive thinking. It helps us to make us more active
towards our writings. My special thanks is for our respected teacher Jintu sir and Chandamita ma'am and respected
Librarian Madam Pallavi Ma'am for putting their best efforts and love to make the E-magazine successful.

Thank you
Akankshya Baruah

(BALLB -5 year 3rd semester
 

                   The E-magazine of our DLCians volume 1 is really helping every student as well as the reader outside the college to
generate and polish their reading skills and it brings more curiosity inside them to read more articles , poems , stories etc.
especially the interview part of our respected Jintu Sir which will help others to know how the interview has taken of others . I
would like to thank Pallavi Ma'am for making the volume so interesting, decorative and taking such initiative and pain to
bring something new in this era of internet and also to all the members of the E-magazine committee. Lastly but not least ,
thank you respected teachers of the group for keeping all the members and the writers motivated for such wonderful ( E-
magazine ) work .

Thank you
Chirag Agarwal

BA.LLB. ( 1st Semester )
 

                   Literary Dlcian,Vol.2, Issue.2 was very nice. All the stories, articles, poetries are well written. The magazine is a
successful one because of the hard work of the literary club members. Keep it up in future. I would like to thank my respected
teachers who encourage us to write to develop our creative mind and also congratulations to the entire team of DLC literary
club.

                 Bibha Borthakur
                 B.A. LL.B. 3rd sem

 

                           Literary DLCian vol 1 Issue 2 is very nice.  The poetries, articles, stories etc. are very good. My special thanks to our
respected teachers Dr. Jintu Borah Sir, Dr. Chandamita Sarma ma'am, Mrs. Pallavi Neog Ma'am and all other teachers. I am
also grateful to Dipika ba, Papori ba, Twinkle ba, and Alok and all other members who have contributed to the club events.

Ipshita Bhuyan
     B.A LL.B. 3rd sem

 
My college days at DLC are the best part of my life. My college encouraged me to explore my talent & potential by providing an
exceptional learning environment. I am really grateful to my teachers who have changed my whole aspect towards learning. I
am grateful to be part of such an institution. Reading our e-magazine takes me back to my college days. The contents of the
magazine are good and interesting. I'm sure this magazine will of course always connect alumni like me to college. Thank you
"LITERARY DLCIAN".

T. Harikrishnan
LL.B (2015-18)
DLC, Alumnus
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THE  PERENNIAL   FEELINGS

Can I forget the sunshine
During winter?

Can I forget the cuckoo Bird at Bohag Bihu,
Can I forget my mother When I am not at home?

Can I forget the Luit at Summer?
Can I forget my mother land Assam when I am at Different state?

I cannot;
'Cause they are perennial Rivers flow in my heart.

Like them there are many  Rivers and rivulets flow in My heart,
All help my heart to keep its tenderness.

Dr Jintu Borah
Assistant Professor, English
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MOMENT OF APPRECIATION

There I see_
A sequence of new chapter
Of 365 pages awaiting for,

expecting me to adorn it
with new vitality.

 
Looking for me to embellish

my very own touch to,
it's existing charisma

for making me more attractive.
 

I whirl back to glimpse
the chapter I've put down,

and all I observed was
love and optimism,

with unresolved tests.
 

Which eventually has
led to the emotions

of great happiness and
a baggage full of wisdom.

 
Cherished every second

and every moment,
and my very being

makes me earnest for life.
I'm grateful for the returns.

 
Rakhita Roy

LL.M. 2nd semester
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IF I WAS A BOOK
  I left my dream behind,    

   Which l never wanted to leave,
  I accepted the reality 
   and forgot the past.

  I smile a lot, to hide my pain,
  But it's sometime still 

    Visible on my face.
  

Once l was a   bihu competitor among 100 people,
 But now it's not same.

 Now I am unable to hear
 The sound of 'Dhol' for two hours and more. 

 
 I gave up with many things of past,

 But few things are still the same.
 Time changed, 

People changed but my dream
 Is still the same.  

 
 If I was a book,

 People could read me.
 And know my emotions
 to become a 'Bihu Quori'

 That it's still the same.
  
 

People believe that past
 Is a waste paper,

 But not all past are same.

Akankshya Baruah
 5 year B.A.LL.B.  4th Semester
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Everyone may have an ambition. Some people pursue it throughout their lives and attain or reach their goals during their
lifetime. Many people live their lives without ambition. Ambitious people always go far beyond than people who are not
ambitious. Sometimes we have to give up our ambition when the time of the goal expires. At that time, we have to set a new
ambitious goal rather than stick to the useless goal. One should have an ambition in life. It will enrich a person. As I am
writing the article the first thought that comes to my mind is that about the topic noted writer late Sri. Homen Borgohain
wrote a book and I have gone through the book. Yes, my ambition to be a writer was also the result of reading the writings of
my favorite author Sri. Homen Borgohain. Many things may be changed for ambition. For example, one may change for
birth place and come to town or city, again one may go from one country to another country. If we see the lives of writers,
singers, actors, players etc we can very clearly perceive it. Every one's desired place may be different. As I am interested in
literature I know more such examples. We find many Indian diasporic writers like Jhumpa Lahiri, V.S.Naipaul Kiran
Desai, Bharati Mukherjee etc. It is not necessary that in the early life only people have to get success. It is because one has to
train himself to be a skilled one to succeed in any field. The time, opportunity, and circumstances may be different for
different people. For example, Benjamin Franklin discovered electricity in lightning at the age of 46, (1752), Abraham
Lincoln became the President of USA at the age of 52 (1861), at the age 60 Silbhadra (Rebati Mohan Dutta Choudhri)
became famous as an Assamese short story writer and received Sahitya Academy Award for his short story collection,
Madhupur Bahu Dur', published his first literary book at the age 47, 'Madhupur aru Tarangini' a novel in1971. Nirad
Chandra Choudhuri wrote, 'Autobiography of an Unknown Indian' in 1951, when he was around 50; he wrote the sequel of
the book (Thy Hand, Great Anarch!' in 1987. Khuswanta Singh also wrote A History of the Sikhs (2005) and other books at
his later age. There are countless examples. We have to pursue our goal with patience and success cannot very far from us.
Ambition may be one or many. But a person should follow one ambition throughout their lives because in a short life we
cannot do many things perfectly. So to be perfect in one field we have to give up many other things which may deviate us
from our goal. It is better to be the best in a field than to be mediocre in many fields. So let's have an ambition in life, if we do
not have one till date.

Dr Jintu Borah
Assistant Professor, English
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                 The human lifestyle has changed dramatically over the years. When I look back to a few years, the memories of the
glorious years fill my heart and mind. There was a time when a new year really meant something new because I used to keep
waiting for Greeting Cards with new ideas and designs. My readers are probably wondering what the new ideas were that
were so memorable or nostalgic. Dear readers of this generation who are engulfed in a world ruled by digital technology, my
new ideas were how to design a New Year's greeting card and also handmade gifts.

               As soon as the final examinations were over, I used to start thinking about designing greeting cards for my teachers,
elders, friends, and my parents. I used to check my piggy bank and buy everything I needed to make greeting cards and gifts,
such as bunches of flowers of organic cloth, hand-made handkerchiefs, face towels, small teddy bears, and so on. Me and my
friends met at one place and made cards together. Our hearts were filled with a festive mood, and we all kept waiting for that
beautiful day i.e. the start of a new year when we would exchange cards and handmade gifts filled with our words of love and
respect. We never wished Happy New Year over any digital media, though in those days also there were telephones, social
networking called "ORKUT," "Facebook," etc. Cards were made from natural flowers pasted on chart papers, while I used to
use things like water colours, little curly wood chips from pencils, dried flower petals, etc. Every year, towards the end of
December, we start to think of new ideas for making greeting cards, and that made the year new for us.

               The present age is an age of digital technologies. Today, human emotions, sentiments, and wishes are represented by
emoji in WhatsApp, Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, etc. People exchange new year's greetings and other festival greetings in a
matter of seconds via social digital platforms, either by writing a few common lines or forwarding wishes sent by others. Our
phones are jammed by such digital wishes, but ironically, we remember the wishes of very few people. Technology can rule the
world, but not our emotions, and the memories will remain forever.
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          The world of humanity sustained on diversity of gender in general and on male and female in particular. Without
economic, political and social participation of both male and female, our society could not be developed and achieve a new
dimension in every field of success and growth. There should not be any geographical limitation to any gender to establish
equality and right and this is applicable in every corner of the world. Development of society and human progress is very
much dependent on the promotion of gender justice, equality of men and women. There is every need of gender equality for
promotion of humanity, but ironically, the position of woman in the society is still inferior to man. The tears of gender
discrimination are continuing in this era also.
                 No one can deny the fact that women in India have a considerable progress after independence, but it is also clear that
their position is not satisfactory till today. The terms ‘suppression’ and ‘oppression’ both are associated with a female from
birth and create gender biasness in the form of “a boy child can do this and a girl child can’t”. Therefore, it is the time to
change the ‘suppression’ and ‘oppression’ into ‘liberation’. No matter that there are ample of laws and enactments adopted
by Indian Judiciary for development of women status; but women are still subjected to exploitation. Women may be rich or
poor, educated or non educated, self-earning or housewife, modern or conservative; they are still not well protected within
safest confinement or in the hands of strangers in the form of sexual or physical assault and harassment, denial of her
authority over her body and mind.
          There are enormous declarations and policies throughout the world to strengthen women and promote women
empowerment and for justice against violence. But women are unable to change the dormant situation despite of all these.
To protect and maintain the status of women, Indian legislature and judiciary adopted various laws in different time
period. Among them the Hindu Marriage Act 1955, the Hindu Adoption and Maintenance Act 1956, the Hindu Minority and
Guardianship Act 1956, the Dowry Prohibition Act 1961, the Hindu Succession Act, the Hindu Women Right to Property Act,
the Equal Remuneration Act, the Domestic Violence and Prohibition Act 2005, different sections and clauses provided in
Civil Procedure Code and Criminal Procedure Code and different penalty and punishment provided in Indian Penal Code to
protect Indian women status etc. are important. The Indian Constitution provides provisions and articles for equal status of
men and women in elaborated form; still gender biasness is sustained. Also, several human rights instruments endorse right
to equal access to justice under the recognize and emerging humanitarian laws and international criminal law.
                    Men and women are equal. Gender justice is the crux of every civilized society. The Hindu Succession (Amendment)
Act 2005 was passed, granting daughters the right to their parents’ property, the Act was revised to make married
daughter’s right in father’s property identical to those of a son. Till recently in some states the Hindu women did not get a
share in the family’s agricultural land. After the death of the father, his property was shared equally among the sons. 
 Recently, the law has changed. According to the new law, sons as well as daughters can get equal share in the land. The law
will benefit a lot of women as they have equal rights now. Alongside, this is a case of gender equality.
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                   All human beings born free with equal rights and dignity, therefore, men and women are equal in rights, liberty,
security and dignity. Men and women are the two pillars of the societal composition. They are considered as complementary
and supplementary in all aspects of life. But ironically the position of women is still pathetic and inferior in comparison to
men and leads a subordinate position. Now, the important question is that who will help women to defend on such situation.
Who will help to recognize or teach women to maintain self respect, their dignity and importance? Ofcourse, an individual
woman first and foremost has to learn and understand herself and to empower her own mind to develop the societal thinking
for women and how to be a protector of herself. Until and unless women herself recognize their importance in the society and
deny to accept that she is not only an element either in terms of production or reproduction who serves the masculine interest
in both societal and domestic front, no one can provide cent percent protection to women. Every women need to concentrate or
focus on right direction. Everyone individually should step out and raise voice against immoral things in their vicinity
without concealing anything; they should not stop to talk about physical or mental rape faced in their life. They should not
think of any family status or any other things while raising their voice. When women are enough to protect her, then only
their status will be protected under the umbrella of Judiciary or society in the fight for justice. So, it is the time to raise voice
against all odds and women are now raising their voice throughout the world specially in the oppressed areas.course, an
individual woman first and foremost has to learn and understand herself and to empower her own mind to develop the
societal thinking for women and how to be a protector of herself. Until and unless women herself recognize their importance
in the society and deny to accept that she is not only an element either in terms of production or reproduction who serves the
masculine interest in both societal and domestic front, no one can provide cent percent protection to women. Every women
need to concentrate or focus on right direction. Everyone individually should step out and raise voice against immoral things
in their vicinity without concealing anything; they should not stop to talk about physical or mental rape faced in their life.
They should not think of any family status or any other things while raising their voice. When women are enough to protect
her, then only their status will be protected under the umbrella of Judiciary or society in the fight for justice. So, it is the time to
raise voice against all odds and women are now raising their voice throughout the world specially in the oppressed areas.

Dr. Plabita Saikia
Assistant Professor (Law)
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             I woke up on a bed which doesn't feels like my bed, it was not the bed where I felt at ease after coming from school, the bed
where I would forget all my tiredness and would sleep to my impossible but craziest dreams. No, this is not my bed, and as I
was trying to look around, I saw my mother talking to a nurse and then when I realized that this is not my room but the
hospital's room, my beautiful mother came towards me and she sat next to me. My mother still was looking the most beautiful
as she ever has been but this is not what I wanted to see on her, the tears, the tears which were rolling from her eyes and slowly
falling into the bedsheet through her cheeks. I could not see my mother cry like that even though I know that I'm a patient in
this hospital who is in her last stage of breast cancer.
            I'm Roohi, and I'm a cancer patient and I've been here for quite a time, I've been going through several diagnoses due to
the disease I'm carrying on this body. Life has never put me on good lines but there was this person who always tried to make
my lines better, clearer and smoother, my 'Maa'. Maa was just 21 years old when she gave birth to me, my father never
accepted my birth because of some reasons I never knew, and to run away from responsibilities, he used to stay far away from
us most of the time saying that he's busy with his work. And then one day, not too surprised I was, my father left us when I was
just 7 years old. Since then my only family was my mother, she worked at her best to give me the best life like any other family
would give their children. She never actually gave up on me and on my life. And imagining that now this person will have to
live a life without me, it brings more pain to me than the pain I've of dying. Everyone makes goals in their life. And I don't even
know what I’m doing right now, eventually I'll be dying one day. It breaks my heart each second to know that even though I'm
living, I'm living to die. Maa came to me and she said still smiling with those tears on her face looking at me, "Never lose your
hope Roohi, even though you know that you've been put in the worst situations of life, you're still not allowed to think that
you're dying. Death isn't the negative thing we've been conditioned to think it is. Death brings the beauty of life to sharp relief.
Death empowers us to live consciously from the heart. And sometimes death is not just the end for a life but is a new beginning
to start. “Listening to those words Maa was saying to me I've never really seen someone so strong and so positive as her. And
may be this is the reason why I've never feared death in my life. I might die but I'm not scared of dying because all these years
which I've spent, I've spent good moments and a good life with my mother. I might not be able to make my mother proud to
bring any of my dreams in reality like other children but I'll keep myself to a good life until the end of my time so that this
person always feels proud of giving birth to a daughter like me.

(This is a fictional story of a brave girl, Roohi.This story is based on her braveness and a mother's endless and unconditional
love for her daughter,where she never thought once to give up on her daughter. You should never lose your hope no matter how
tough your path is to live on but should always keep on cherishing the good things you've done in your life) .

Snata Prayashi Medhi
5 years,B.A.LL.B 4th semester
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                As we woke up in the morning, Mom called us for breakfast so me and my brother headed to the dining room. After
which we insisted her to let us play outside as it was a cheerful day. At first, she denied but later on she allowed on one
condition that not to go near the cemetery. We went outside and played a lot but one thing that made a room in my mind was
why Mom told us not to go near the cemetery? As I was thinking, Mom called us inside. We went and sat beside the fireplace
where Mom started to narrate stories of our Dad’s bravery as of how he fought during World War I which we listened to
interestingly. We fell asleep there and the next morning I woke up with the sound of the doorbell ringing to which I thought
that might be Dad so I rushed downstairs to see but to my despair there was no one on the door. Suddenly I heard my brother
screaming upstairs and I ran to him and saw that our room was all messed up, bedsheets had fallen from the bed, our study
table was all rumbled up seeing which my brother screamed out of fear. I somehow managed to console him saying it might
be done by a cat. We both tidied the mess and started studying. In the evening as I was sitting beside the window I saw my
brother playing outside with a ball and it felt like he was playing with someone so I went to check but as I turned I saw
someone pass by the door. At first I thought it would be Mom but as I followed there was no one. I rushed downstairs and
went outside and asked my brother whom he was talking to? He pointed his finger towards the air and said that it’s his
friend Victor who had come to stay in the house but I was shocked to see no one and terrified by his words I took him inside
the house and told Mom about it to which she reacted normally saying he is just joking around. Seeing her so calm I too
ignored the matter. After dinner we went to our room where we found a toy car which did not belong to us so I asked my
brother about it to which he said it belonged to Victor. I asked him where Victor was. And my brother replied he is sitting
beside him. After a moment the lamp beside our bed started blinking and I freaked out listening which Mom came and asked
me and I told her everything about it but she did not believe me I also told her about the lady that passed by the door in the
evening but she did not listen and scolded me for fantasizing such things. She warned me not to behave like this and went
away. Saddened by this I sat beside the window and started looking outside where saw a man coming towards our house I
thought it was Dad but Mom scolded me so I did not go to check and planned to talk to him the next morning.
         
                      Next morning my eyes opened with the rays of the sun entering through the window. My brother was already
awake. I asked him how he managed to open the curtains as it was difficult for him to reach the height to which he replied
that Victor’s Mom had opened it hearing this I got furious and went downstairs to tell Dad about it. As I went downstairs
and asked Mom about Dad she again scolded me saying how Dad can come here as he is serving the country. At that point I
felt like I was really fantasizing things so I went outside and sat on the swing thinking about Dad. Suddenly the other swing
beside me started swinging which freaked me out and I rushed towards the house and hid under the blanket in my room.
After a while someone started pulling the blanket, I got scared and grabbed the blanket as much as I could but the person
pulled so hard that it fell down and I kept my eyes closed until I heard the voice of my Mom saying why I was hiding under
the blanket. I opened my eyes and saw Mom in front of me and breathed out deeply. I wanted to tell her but as she won’t
believe me, I preferred to stay quiet. She brought lunch for me as I was upset. She kissed me and apologized for behaving
rudely with me. 
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After that many scenarios happened with me, I saw an old lady walking by the hallway, I saw my brother playing with
someone, I again saw the old lady sitting in my bathroom. All these paranormal activities shook me from within but was
unable to utter a word as Mom did not believe me. Thinking about the scenarios I was sitting beside my window where I saw
the same man going through the front gate. This time I assembled all my strength and courage and followed the man through
the gate till he disappeared in the night. I searched for him but could not find him. As I was returning back, I found myself near
the cemetery and remembered Mom’s words “Never go near the cemetery”. I was curious to know as to why she always told us
so. I went inside the cemetery to see what was there and suddenly I tumbled upon a rock and fell above a tomb where I saw
something which shook me. I opened the door and saw my Mom and brother sitting beside the fireplace and asked “Why did
you kill us Mom?”
                 
           With tears in her eyes she narrated that our Dad had died long ago while serving the country during World War I. After
hearing that she became so weak that she can’t think of a life without him and so she at first killed us in our room and after that
she poisoned herself near the fireplace. At that moment I reconciled that the activities that I witnessed were of the family that
came to stay in the house. The old lady was Victor’s grandmother who used to stay with him in our room that is why I saw her
passing by the door and sitting in the bathroom. The man that I saw was Victor’s father who came to visit them that day. The
curtains were really opened by Victor’s mother as she came to wake up Victor. Victor used to see my brother as they both were of
same age so they played together which freaked out the nerves of the other family members as we were dead and so they left the
house the next morning as we watched them leave. After they left Mom went to the front gate and picked up the hoarding and
fixed it near the gate which says “FOR SALE”.
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জনােলা �ণাম
�হ কলা��

িজিনলা �দয় ত�িম শত-সহ�ৰ
মুিহলা সবােক
গীেত, মােত,

নৃত�ই, সািহত�ই  সকেলা ���েত
নমশ� পু�ধা  অসমীয়া জািতৰ,

গিঢ় গলা জািত
�ী ম� শংকৰ,
�ী ম� মাধৱ,

ৰসৰাজ ল�ীনাথ,
�পেকাৱঁৰৰ দেৰ
গীেত,মােত

সািহত�ই, নৃত�ই, নাটক আ�
গণমুি�ৰ সং�ােমেৰ ধন� কিৰলা

অসমীয়া জািত
ধন� কিৰলা
এই ভ�িম

আ� িনজেৰা  জীৱন,
িয জীৱেন পাই গ'ল  অমৰ�, 

মনুষ�তৰ পৰা
�হ পিৰল
�দৱ� ��প
�ণজ�া!

 
 
 

িব�ুৰাভা

ড০িজ��মিন বৰা
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ল'ৰািল
ৰািতপুৱা �ই উ�েয়ই মাৰ �কালাত ,

আেবিল �দউতাৰ হাতত হাত ধিৰ ঘূিৰ ফুৰাত ,

গধূিল আইতাৰ সাধু �নাত, 

এই �ৃিতেবােৰ বা�ৈকেয় আমিন কেৰ �যন আেকৗ এবাৰ জীয়াবৈল ল'ৰািলৰ �সই জীৱন। 

ৰািতৰ আকাশত তৰা গিণ,

�চাতালেত �ই �যাৱা, 

কুিলৰ লগত সুেৰ সুৰ িমেলাৱা, 

সকেলােবাৰ �যন আিজ আইতাৰ সাধুৰ দেৰ �নােহাৱা �হ �গেছ ।

মােথঁা �হঁপাহ, 

ল'ৰািলৰ �সই িদনৈল উভিত যাবৈল। 

ডাঙৰ হব আিহ  ল'ৰািল গছিকেলা, 

এিতয়া আেকৗ  ল'ৰািলেক িবচােৰঁা 

িক� ঘূৰাই পামেন ??

ল'ৰািলৰ �সই িদনেবাৰ। 

পািৰমেন?

আেকৗ এবাৰ ল'ৰািলৰ �সই জীৱন জীয়াবৈল?

উ�ী চালমা �েছইন
পঁাচ বছৰীয়া আইন পাঠ��ম,  ২ ষা�ািসক ,
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                 অসমৰ এ� আকষ�ণীয় ও ইিতহাস �িস� উৎসৱ �জানিবল �মলা।পাহাৰ �ভয়ামৰ িমলনতীথ�  �জানিবল �মলা।
�াচীন �গাভা ৰাজ�ৰ পৰ�ৰা অনুসিৰ মাঘ মাহৰ �থমেটা বৃহ�িতবাৰৰ পৰা আৰ� হয় এই �মলা। িবিনময়ৰ হাট �েপ
�িস� এই �জানিবল �মলা মধ� অসমৰ মিৰগঁাও িজলাৰ মধ�ৱত� অ�লৰ জাগীেৰাডৰ পৰা উ�েৰ ৩ িকেলািমটাৰ দৰূ�ত
�জানিবলৰ পাৰত অনুি�ত হয় । িবিনময় �থােৰ সজীৱ �হ পেৰ এই �মলা। 
       
                       জন�িত মেত �গাভা ৰাজ�ৰ �িত�াপক ৰজা জেন ৰাণীৰ �সেত �� প�ৰ িনশাৰ �জানৰ �পাহৰত িবলৰ পানী
িতৰিবৰাই থকা �দিখ িবলখিনৰ �সৗ�য��ই ৰজা ৰাণীক মু� কৰাৰ লগেত িবলৰ পানীত �জানৰ অপূব� দশৃ�ই ৰজাৰ মনত
ি�য়া কেৰ আ� � �তিতয়াৰ পৰাই �সই িবলখিনৰ নাম �জানিবল �মলা।িতৱা ভাষাত চনাই মােন �জান আ� িবল মােন
িবল পাছত ৰজাই �তওঁৰ নত�ন ৰাজ�ৰ কথা জনাবৈল দঁািতকাষৰীয়া ৰজা �জা সকেলােক আম�ণ জনাই �জান িবলৰ
পাৰেত দৰবাৰ পািতেল। কাষৰীয়া জয়তা, �সৰাম, �নিল, চহৰী আ� �য়ং �গাভা ৰজা �মলাত উপি�ত থািকল। ছয় ৰাজ�ৰ
�জাই চািৰিদন ধিৰ �জান িবলৰ পাৰত �মলা পািতেল। 
    
                পূব�ৰ পৰ�ৰা অনুযায়ী কািব� আংলং আ� �মঘালয়ৰ পৰা পাহাৰৰ �লাকসকল আিহ িবলৰ পাৰত িভৰ কেৰিহ।
�তওঁেলােক ধানৰ নৰােৰ স� স� পজাঘৰ সািজ তােতই �সইেকইিদন ব�ৰঙী কিৰ �তােল। �সইেকইিদন �তওঁেলােক তাত
মত িবিনময় কেৰ। �মলাৰ মূল িবষয় �হেছ িবিনময় �থা।

                 �মলা আৰ� �হাৱাৰ পূেব� �জানিবলত ৰজাৰ পিৰষদবগ�  তথা িবিভ� গঁাৱৰ িনিদ� � ব�ি�েবােৰ মাছ মােৰ। ইয়াক
'ৰজা মাছ ' মৰা বুিল কয়। �সই মােছেৰ �জানিবলৰ পাৰেত ৰজাৰ সিহেত সকেলােৱ িমিলজিুল �ভাজভাত খায়। ইয়াৰ
িপছিদনা সকেলঁা ৰাইজৈল এই িবলখন মুকিল কিৰ িদেয়। আ� �মলাৰ আৰ�িণ হয়।
অসমৰ িবিভ� উৎসৱ সমূহৰ িভতৰত �জানিবল �মলােৰা এক িবেশষ �ান আেছ।
                   

                            
বৰছা কিলতা, 

পঁাচ বছৰীয়া আইন পাঠ��ম, চত�থ�  ষা�ািসক
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       হেৰনৰ লগত ব�ব� পা�া �হ গল। মুঠ ি�শ হাজাৰ টকাত হেৰেন �মাৰ বাইক খন িকিনব। হেৰন �মাৰ স��ত
শালপিত। গিতেক �কােনা �লখা �মলাৰ �ভজাল নৈল মা� মূখৰ কথােৰই িবি� স�ূণ�  হল। এেকবহােত হেৰেন গ'গল �পৰ
�াৰা �মাৰ একাউ�ত টকা ���ফাৰ কিৰ িদেলা।
          ছািব দপুাট হেৰনৈল আগবঢ়াই িদ মই কেলা -- "আিজৰ পৰা এই খনৰ মািলক ত�িম। িড�অ অিফচৰ কাগজ পািতৰ
�লঠা িক� ত�িম �সানকােল মািৰ লবা।"
           হঁািহ হঁািহ হেৰন বাইক খন চলাই ওলাই গল। হেৰন ওলাই �যাৱাৰ লেগ লেগ �মাৰ বুকু খনত িকবা এটা খািল খািল
ভােব �হিচ ধিৰেল। কৰবাৰ পৰা অিচন �শাক এটা আিহ �দয়ৰ �কানত খুি�য়াব ধিৰেল। িকবা এটা �যন �হ�ৱােলা,
�কােনাবা এজন �যন কাষৰ পৰা আঁতিৰ গল।
            অ��ত ধৰণৰ �শাক এটাই বুকুখন �তালপাৰ কিৰব ধিৰেল। এইখন বাইক িকিনিছেলা �ক আমাৰ িবয়াৰ পাছেতই।
�মাৰ পুৰণা বাইকখন িব�ী  কিৰ আ� �মৗচ�মীেয় িনজৰ অিফচৰ পৰা �লাৱা ঋণ লগলগাই বাইকখন �লিছেলা। বাইক
খনৰ ৰঙা ৰঙেটা পচ� কিৰিছল �মৗচ�মীেয়।
              নত�ন বাইকত �মাৰ নত�ন সংসাৰ আৰ� �হিছল। ফািচবজাৰ, পানবজাৰ, আদাবিৰ --- �মৗচ�মী িপছৰ িছটত বহাই
�ৱাহা� খনত ঘূিৰ ফুিৰিছেলা। ব�ৰ িদনত হােজা হয়�ীৱ, �সাণাপুৰৰ ধাবা। মুঠেত সকেলােত মই, �মৗচ�মী আ� বাইক --
আিম িতিনটা।
            এটা জীৱ� �াণীৰ দেৰই বাইকখন আমাৰ লগত আিছল। ধপধপ �ক ওেলাৱা ইি�জনৰ শ� �যন তাৰ বুকুৰ ��ন,
তী� তাৰ হণ�ৰ মাত, চকু দটুাৰ দেৰ �হডলাইট দটুা, সীৰা - ধমনীেৰ ৰ� বগাই ফুৰাৰ দেৰই পাইেপ পাইেপ বাগিৰ �যাৱা
�প�ল ---- হয়, �মাৰ বাইকখন জীৱ� �াণী আিছল। আিছল সুখ দখুৰ �িতেটা সময়ৰ আমাৰ সংসাৰৰ এজন সা�ী আ�
সাৰিথ �হ।
          বুকুৰ উ�ঙা উ�ঙা ভাবেটা বািঢ় আিহব ধিৰেল। নাই মই এই বাইকখনৰ পৰা আঁতিৰ থািকব �নাৱািৰম। ইয়াক
আঁতৰাই �মাৰ সংসাৰ স�ূণ�  হব �নাৱােৰ।
           �বিছম বুিল ইমান গিভৰ ভােব কথােটা িচ�া কৰা নািছেলা। �মৗচ�মীেয় ��� এখন িকিনিছল অিফচ যাবৈল সুিবধা হব
বুিল। িক� িকনাৰ দিুদনমানৰ পাছেত �মৗচ�মীেয় শািৰৰীক অসু�তাৰ বােব ��� চলাব এিৰব লগা হল। গিতেক �মাৰ
িনজৰ বাইক খন আ� ��� দেূয়াখনেক ব�ৱহাৰ কৰা মানুহ অকল মই এজন �হ পিৰেলা। বাইকখন িযেহত�  িকনাৰ
আঠবছৰমান হল, গিতেক বয়সৰ িহচাবত নত�ন ���খেন আগ�হান পােল। যিদও বাইকতৈক ��� চলাই মই বৰ সে�াষ
�পাৱা নাই। বাইকৰ শি� আেছ, আেছ গিত। তদপুিৰ মাইেলজ ���তৈক ব�ত। তথািপও �মৗচ�মীৰ ই�া -- ���খন থাকক,
গােটা ভাল পােল �কিতয়াবা চলাব।
           সােত �সাতৰই িমলাই আিজ ৰািতপুৱা হেৰন আমাৰ ঘৰৈল আেহােত কথাৰ মাজেত বাইকখন িবিকম বুিল কেলা।
হেৰেনও বাইক এখন িকনাৰ কথা িচ�া কিৰ আিছল। �মাৰ বাইকখন িযেহত�  নত�ন বাইক দেৰই য�েৰ ৰািখিছেলা, গিতেক
এেক উশাহেত হেৰন িকিনবৈল ৰাজী �হ গল। 
           আ� এিতয়া হাজাৰটা �ৃিতেয় জমুুিৰ িদ ধিৰেছ। �সৗৱা উলুবাৰী চািৰআিলৰ িচগেনল পই�। �াছ টািন �ৰ আেছা।
�সউজীয়া লাইট �লাৰ লেগ লেগ �াছ এিৰ িদম, �বেলেগ এ�েলটৰ পকাই মােন �মাৰ বাইক সকেলােৰ আগত ওলাই
যাব আ� এ�েলটৰ পকাও মােন ব�ত �কইখন গাড়ীক পাছ �পলাই ধুমুহাৰ গিতত ওলাই যাম। �মৗচ�মী পাছত বিহ লেল
এেনৈক �জাৰত বাইক চলাব িনিদেয়। ভয়েত পাছফালৰ চ�িলত হােতেৰ টািন িদেয়। �মাৰ আেকৗ �মৗচ�মী পাছত বিহেল
�জাৰত বাইক চলাবৈল মন যায়। মুঠেত িচঞৰ বাখৰ, গািল গালাজৰ মাজত বাইক এটা মধ�মীয়া গিতত চিল থােক।
            নাই এইখন বাইকৰ দেৰ আ� �বেলগ এখন হয়েতা নাপাম। এইখনত হাজাৰটা �ৃিত জিড়ত �হ আেছ।
          লােহ লােহ আেবিল �হ আিহেছ আ� �মাৰ মনেটােৱ বাইকখনৰ কাৰেণ �বিছৈক হাহাকাৰ কিৰব ধিৰেছ। বাৰা�াৰ
বাইকখন পাক�  কৰা ঠাইকন খািল �হ আেছ আ� বােৰ বােৰ �মাৰ চকুদটুা তাৈল �গেছ।
             কম�সূে� �মৗচ�মী বত�মান �ৱাহা�ৰ বািহৰত। ভাৰা�া� মন এটা �ল �মৗচ�মীৈল �ফান কিৰেলা - মনৰ সকেলা কথা
ভািঙ �মিল কেলা। স�ৱ মই ৰািতপুৱা �ফান কিৰ বাইকখন হেৰনক িব�ী কৰাৰ কথা জেনাৱাৰ পাছত �মৗচ�মীৰ মনেতা
�মাৰ দেৰই িকছ�মান আেবেগ িদগদািৰ িদিছল। �সেয় হয়েতা �মাৰ কথািখিন �িন, �ায় লেগ লেগই �মৗচ�মীেয় কেল -- 
"নহেল বাইকখন িবি� কিৰব নালােগ িদয়া। ত�িম হেৰনক �কাৱােচান কথােটা।"
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   �মৗচ�মীৰ ভৰষা পাই �পাৱা আ� �নােপাৱাৰ �দাধৰ �মাধৰ ভাব এটাত পিৰেলা। এেনকুৱা লািগল �যন হেৰেন �ক িদব --
বাদ িদয়ক িভনেদউ এইেবাৰ। এইেবাৰ মনৰ আেবগ, ��ক�েকল কথা নহয়। বাইক এখনৰ �মাৰ িবৰাট �েয়াজন,
এইখন আ� ঘূৰাই িনিদও।
              উদ�ীৱ �হ হেৰনৈল �ফান লগােলা। িৰঙ �হ �হ �ফান কা� যায়, হেৰনৰ িৰ�াই নাই।
          পাই �হেৰাৱাৰ �বদনােৰ মনেটা গধুৰ �হ গল। মনেটাক সা�না িদয়াই মি�ল �হ আিহল। গালত তপত জলৰ �শ�ত
গম পােলা চকুেৱিদ পানীৰ ঢল নািমেছ।
      দঘু�ামান পাছত হেৰনৰ �ফান আিহল-- িভনেদউ �বয়া নাপাব, অথিন ব�ত ব�� আিছেলা। �ফান ধিৰব পৰা নািছেলা।
িক হল কওঁক ।
       �মাৰ মনৰ সম� কথা হেৰনৰ আগত ভািঙ পািত �ক িদেলা। অকেনা িবল� নকিৰ হৰেন কেল -- িচ�া নকিৰব িভনেদউ,
মই আেপানাক বাইকখন ঘূৰাই িদম। মােথা �মাৰ অহা দিুদনত বাইক এখনৰ িবৰাট �েয়াজন। এই দিুদন �মাৰ লগত
বাইকখন ৰািখ পৰহীৰ পাছিদনা ৰািতপুৱাই আেপানাৰ ঘৰৈল �গ বাইকখন িদ �থ আিহম। 
       হাজাৰটা প�ীৰ িমঠা কলৰবৰ দেৰই হেৰনৰ মাতষাৰ ভািহ আিহল। �মাৰ স�ীক আেকৗ ঘূৰাই পাম। আমাৰ
পিৰয়ালৰ দািয়�শীল িনজ�ৱ সদস�জন পুনৰ ঘৰৈল ঘূিৰ আিহব। বাইকখন নত�নৈক িকনাৰ আগেত মনত িযধৰণৰ
আ�হ এটা আিছল,  তাতৈকও ব�ত �বিছ আ�েহেৰ মই বাইকখনৈল বাট চাই ৰেলা।

(গ�েটা ড০ িজ��  বৰা চাৰৰ মূল ইংৰাজী গ� ‘The Bike' ৰ ভাবানুবাদ)
 

 �ৱেজ�ািত দাস
 িতিন বছৰীয়াপাঠ��ম, ষ� ষা�ািসক  
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Art by Ms. Jyotishmita Talukdar
5 Year B.A. LL.B. 4th SemesterDisp
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Meeting of the Literary Club

Volume.2, Issue.2, 2022
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What if I hadn't clicked on you.
Would I be the same that I am now?

 

Nay.
The universe had a plan,

A plan altogether to sow seeds of hope,
Illusion of ecstasy, desire of being cherished, in me.

The paramount of all-to push me away
 From the zenith of dreams that I  was in visioning.

 

BEST CONTENT CONTRIBUTOR

THE  BUTTERFLY  EFFECT

Arifa Begum, LL.B 6th semester

*N.B. :  This special page is awarded only to that creative student who is active in the Literary 
                  Group and is a frequent content contributor .Disp
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6. 𝐂𝐡𝐢𝐫𝐚𝐠 𝐀𝐠𝐚𝐫𝐰𝐚𝐥, 5 year 𝐁𝐀 𝐋𝐋𝐁  3rd 𝐒𝐞𝐦𝐞𝐬𝐭𝐞𝐫

3.Snata Prayashi Medhi, 5 Years, B.A.LL.B 5th semester2. Rakhita Roy,   LL.M 4th Semester

9. Monsikha Rajkumari, 5 Years, B.A.LL.B 5th semester 

10.  Leiki Drema Thongkhar ,  5 Year B.A.LLB 5th sem

8. Nikita Choudhury,5 Year  B.A.LL.B 5th semester 7. Bibha Borthakur,5 Year B.A.LL.B 5th semester 

Dhrubajyoti Das, 3yrs LL.B, 6th Semester1.

4.Umme Salmah Hussain. 5years, B.A.,LL.B. 3rd semester 5. Jyotishmita Talukdar, 5 Year B.A LL.B. 5th Semester
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PAPORI BHAGAWATINATH, BALLB 7 SEMESTER
RONIT CHAKRABORTY , BALLB 5TH SEMESTER
RIYA SAHU BALLB, BALLB 7TH SEMESTER 
DEEP BOSE, BALLB, BALLB 7TH SEMESTER
SHAHANUR ISLAM , BALLB 5TH SEMESTER
GITIKA GOSWAMI, BALLB 5TH SEMESTER
SUHANA AFRIN RAHMAN, BALLB 5TH SEMESTER 
PARINA BARMAN, BALLB 5TH SEMESTER
DHRITIMANI DAS, BALLB 5TH SEMESTER
BIBHA BORTHAKUR,BALLB 5TH SEMESTER
 KARISHMA BEGUM, BALLB5TH SEMESTER
KUMAR DWAIPAYAN DEY,3YEAR LLB 3RD SEMESTER
JAHANARA BEGUM,BALLB 5TH SEMESTER
PINKU BORUAH, BALLB 5TH SEMESTER
JUBAYER RAHMAN, 5TH SEMESTER 3YEARS LLB 3RD SEMESTER
REHENA PARBIN, 3YEAR LLB 5TH SEMESTER
PRANAY KALITA, 5YEARS BALLB 7TH SEMESTER
SANTANU DUTTA, 5YEARS BALLB 7TH SEMESTER
RAIHAN MONDAL,5YEARS BALLB 5TH SEMESTER
DULU SAHIN AHMED,5 YEARS BALLB 5T SEMESTER

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

20.
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THANK  YOU  FOR  READING
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